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Message From the Chair 

Welcome to the first Annual Report for the BC Vegetable Marketing Commission! I believe this will be an 

effective way for the Commission to highlight accomplishments each year and outline objectives and plans 

for the coming year.  

2023 was a busy year for the Commission as we embarked on several initiatives to improve regulation of 

BC’s vegetable industry. This included developing a new Strategic Plan that builds on our existing priorities 

(e.g. regulatory improvements) and renews our focus on communications, engagement, and compliance 

& enforcement. We also reorganized the General Orders to eliminate redundant and duplicated text, group 

topics more appropriately, and update wording and definitions to improve clarity and better reflect the 

Commission’s approach to regulating the industry.  

Further to direction from the BC Farm Industry Review Board and in collaboration with our Industry 

Advisory Committees, the Commission introduced an Agency Accountability Framework in 2023. The 

accountability framework is designed to ensure designated Agencies understand and are fully compliant 

with their responsibilities and obligations as a regulated entity. Implementation of the Framework began 

by Commission representatives meeting with each Agency to ensure they understand the Framework and 

what it means for them. While the expectation of compliance is immediate, non-compliant Agencies will 

be provided a reasonable timeframe to become fully compliant no later than December 31, 2024. 

In support of this work and to assist Agencies, the Commission has developed a Compliance and 

Enforcement Policy & Procedures Manual. The manual will help ensure regulated entities are pro-active, 

responsive, and working to ensure they meet the obligations and requirements of the licence they hold. 

This includes a graduated approach to enforcement which provides Agencies with multiple opportunities 

to come into compliance. 

In 2024, the Commission’s focus will include implementing the Agency Accountability Framework, 

enhancing our communications to industry, engaging with stakeholders to inform our efforts, and 

improving the efficiency of our operations. All these efforts are designed to increase the value the 

Commission, in its role as regulator, provides to stakeholders in BC’s vegetable industry and, in particular, 

improve returns to producers. 

2023 saw the addition of Paul Guichon from the storage crop sector and the return of Mike Minerva from 

the greenhouse industry as Commissioners. 

My thanks to all the commissioners and staff who supported our efforts in 2023, to the advisory 

committees for their contributions, and to BC’s growers for continuing to produce safe, quality vegetables 

for British Columbians. We are looking forward to a productive 2024. 

 
 
Derek Sturko 
Chair 
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Message From the General Manager 

I am pleased to present to you the Annual Report for the BC Vegetable Marketing Commission for the 

year ending December 31, 2023. This year has been a remarkable journey for the Commission, marked 

by notable achievements, strategic advancements, and significant milestones that establish a solid 

foundation on which we can achieve our strategic objectives and sustain our success.  

I would like to express my sincere gratitude to producers, agencies, wholesalers, employees, BCFRIB 

and the Commission for their unwavering support and dedication to strengthening the regulatory 

framework for BC grown vegetables. Together, we have achieved notable success this year, and I am 

confident that we will continue to build upon this momentum as we work on the 2024-2027 strategic priority 

objectives and implement the identified actions. 

Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Andre Solymosi 
General Manager 
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BC’s Regulated Vegetable Industry 

KEY INDUSTRY STATISTICS 

The regulated vegetable industry has maintained a solid financial position amidst a dynamic and 

challenging business landscape. Despite market fluctuations and economic uncertainties, average pricing 

remains stable in regulated storage crops and greenhouse vegetables on increased sales volume in both 

sectors. Overall, the FOB value of storage, processing, and greenhouse vegetables has increased to over 

500 million and represents a growth of 24% compared to the previous year.  
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In fiscal year 2023 a total of seventy-five (75) Storage Crop and fifty-two (52) Greenhouse vegetable 

producers were licensed to produce regulated vegetables. Eleven (11) agencies and two (2) producer-

shippers were licensed to market regulated products. 

KEY INDUSTRY CHALLENGES 

Inflationary pressure is driving up input and production costs for producers while, at the same time, 

agencies are dealing with retail consolidation which is putting downward pressure on prices. The impact 

of these trends is continued downward pressure on producer returns.  

Other identified challenges facing the industry include:  

• Water restrictions 

• Limited plant protection products in certain crops (i.e.) Cabbage root maggot control 

• Crop virus (i.e.) Tomato rugose virus 

• Access to labour 

• Urban pressures on agricultural land availability and increased competition on agricultural land use 
putting upward pressure on the cost of land.  

 

There is however also market opportunity for agencies through Buy Local campaigns, new markets, 

product innovation, and shifting consumer preferences. Producers can also capitalize on market 

opportunities through research and innovation that increase yields and mitigate disease pressures and 

by adopting new production technologies.  

Outstanding vegetable industry matters in fiscal year 2023 that are before, or a result of decisions issued 

by, the BC Farm Industry Review Board (BCFIRB): 

1. Prokam Appeal Regarding Licence Class and Interim Producer-Shipper Licence: Prokam brought an 

appeal from the Commission’s Reconsideration Decision dated November 18, 2019 (Appeal N1908). 

The live issues remaining in that appeal include Prokam’s licence class, and its application for an 

“interim producer-shipper license.”  

2. CFP Appeal Regarding Agency Licence: CFP submitted to the Commission an amended application 

for a Class 1 designated agency licence. The application was summarily dismissed by the 

Commission on April 11, 2022. That decision is presently the subject of an outstanding appeal brought 

by CFP (N2216) and is being held in abeyance pending resolution of the BCFIRB’s Bad Faith 

Supervisory Review. 

3. Red Sun Appeal (N2309) (The appeal was dismissed on February 27, 2024) 

4. BCFIRB Bad Faith Supervisory Review (Phase II). (A decision has since been issued March 15, 2024) 

5. Judicial Review of MPL Prior Approval Supervisory Review 

6. BCFIRB-mandated re-examination of whether the Commission should recommend that MPL be 

approved as an agency following the March 1,2025 expiration of the probationary licence issued by 

BCFIRB on October 11,2023. 
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Governance 

In accordance with the Scheme, the Commission is comprised of an appointed Chair, two appointed 

independents and up to six members who are ‘commercial producers’ (as defined in the Scheme) elected 

by the commercial producers. The Chair is appointed by the provincial government. 

FINANCE AND AUDIT COMMITTEE  

The Finance & Audit Committee is a standing committee of the BCVMC whose role it is to oversee the 

financial reporting process, the audit process, risk management, Commissioner and General Manager 

compensation, the BCVMC’s system of internal controls and compliance with laws and regulations. The 

Committee reports and makes recommendations to the Board. 

GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE  

The Governance Committee is a standing committee established to enhance the effectiveness of 

corporate governance at BCVMC. Its role is to oversee succession planning, lead annual evaluations and 

support development of the Board and General Manager, as well as establish, monitor and ensure 

compliance with BCVMC General Orders and policies. It also oversees stakeholder engagement 

strategies to ensure they are well defined, reflect best practices and are aligned with the BCVMC vision 

and strategic priorities. The Committee reports and makes recommendations to the Board, helping 

compose a well-rounded, skilled Board. 

ADVISORY COMMITTEES  

Maintaining access to industry knowledge and expertise enables the Commission to make a prepared 

and informed decision. To ensure that the decision-making process can proceed in a timely manner, the 

Commission engages advisory committees for retaining access to industry knowledge and expertise. The 

advisory groups are structured to include commercial producers and contain reasonable apprehension of 

bias that may be due to a producer’s association with an agency. 

The advisory committees formed by the Commission are as follows: 

1. Storage Crop Vegetable Advisory Committee 

2. Greenhouse Vegetable Advisory Committee 

The Commission engaged these Committees in the development of the Agency Accountability Framework 

over the fiscal year 2023. The storage crop committee also commenced discussion on identifying criteria 

on producing a regulated vegetable and will be addressing criteria for new entrant delivery allocation in 

2024. Both committees will continue to be engaged on the implementation of the Agency Accountability 

Framework and informed of the progress made to bring agencies into compliance by December 31, 2024.  

Members of the advisory committees are listed on page 11. 
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2023 Key Accomplishments 

In 2023, the Commission proceeded with the development of the Agency Accountability Framework which 

has strengthened our regulatory framework. Over the course of the year, the Commission consulted with 

industry on agency accountability at a townhall session in April and through numerous meetings held with 

the greenhouse and storage crop vegetable advisory committees.  Through these industry meetings the 

Commission identified the issues that needed to be addressed, creating, and validating the Agency 

Accountability Framework (AAF). The AAF which is supported by industry ensures that designated 

Agencies are fully aware and operating in compliance with their licensed responsibilities and regulatory 

requirements as defined by the General Orders. The AAF consists of four components:  

• Agency Licence Requirements & Standards 

• Agency Performance Metrics 

• Compliance & Enforcement Mechanics 

• Relationships with other Regulated Entities  

To effectively implement the AAF it was determined that the General Orders would need to be reorganized 

to eliminate redundancy, regroup regulations under revised categories, and include updated wording and 

definitions. The reorganization of the General Orders provides clear rules and eliminates any ambiguity 

on how an Agency is to function and be held accountable by the Commission. These revisions to the 

General Orders were brought into force on January 1st, 2024, and better reflect the Commission’s 

approach to regulating and maintaining Orderly Marketing for regulated vegetables. The Commission is 

committed to enforcing the rules fairly and consistently, taking the necessary action when needed on non-

compliant licensed entities. These actions are to be applied consistently, predictable, and documented.   

The Commission believes the best approach to ensuring compliance is for all licensees to understand 

their obligations and be given time to voluntarily comply if they are found to be out of compliance. In 

ensuring all regulated entities are fully compliant with their obligations, the Commission has established 

a graduated approach to enforcement centered around education and in providing regulated entities every 

opportunity to come into compliance with the rules within a reasonable timeframe. 

Improving operational efficiency has been a priority for the Commission. We adopted various measures 

to streamline processes including bringing the bookkeeping function in-house for BCVMC staff to manage, 

moving to invoicing levies adding transparency to receivables, acquiring software to manage 

documentation, and implementing a document retention policy and business continuity plan. Going 

forward we will be setting service standards on requests and applications and automating routine 

processes to improve the overall efficiency of the Commission.  

The Commission recognizes the importance of engaging industry partners to drive meaningful change in 

the industry. In the fall we completed a survey to elicit feedback from industry partners to understand 

issues and provide direction to the Commission’s strategic plan.  The evaluation consisted of three topics: 

Trust and Integrity, Information and Communication, and comment on the Commission/Industry’s 

strengths and weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. We also engaged storage crop and greenhouse 
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advisory committees throughout the year primarily on the AAF and look to expand the scope of 

discussions in the coming year.   

Our employees are the driving force behind our success, and we are committed to nurturing a culture of 

excellence, collaboration, and inclusivity. New staff have now been in place for over a year and job 

descriptions have been reviewed to better understand roles and responsibilities and implement changes 

to improve alignment. Staff are motivated to serve stakeholders and support the Commission in carrying 

out its mandate. The office has been refreshed with new carpet and paint and clutter has been removed 

bringing new life to the office and we invite everyone to come and see the changes.  

In 2023 we updated our website and introduced a quarterly newsletter to keep growers and agencies 

informed and up to date on Commission activities. This communication has been well received and will 

be continued in future and we will be investigating other communication vehicles to you informed. We are 

also putting a priority on meeting with stakeholders and staff to get out of the office and engage with 

industry.  

Throughout the year, the BCVMC continued to fulfill its mandate of ensuring regulatory compliance and 

promoting transparency, fairness, and stability within the storage crop, processing crop and greenhouse 

vegetable sectors. Decisions were issued on various matters related to applications for agency licensing 

and for production and delivery allocations.  

All vegetables grown in the province are subject to the BC Vegetable Marketing Commission’s 

(Commission) authority. Prior to December 31, 2023, the Commission’s General Orders applied only to 

regulated storage, processing, and greenhouse vegetables grown below the 53rd parallel north latitude 

(53rd parallel), in the southern half of British Columbia. On January 1st, 2024, this restriction was removed 

from the General Orders and the regulated area was expanded to encompass the entire province. This 

decision was made in consideration of climate change and changes in agricultural practices that utilize 

controlled environment structures. 

We also recognize the importance of sustainability in our operations and since 2017 the Commission has 

been drawing from a substantial reserve to fund revenue shortfalls. In 2023 the Commission increased 

the administrative levy charged to producers, which had not been increased in 8 years and which was 

actually reduced in 2017. This decision was not taken lightly and was made to ensure the continued 

viability of the Commission’s operations. The new administrative levy rates generated additional revenue 

covering most of the projected 2023 budget deficit generated primarily from increased legal, insurance 

and other inflationary costs. We have also increased service fees, application fees, and agency fees 

(which also have not increased since 2005). Going forward these increases will allow us to build an 

accumulated surplus that meets the minimum reserve requirement established by the Commission.  
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2024 Outlook 

Our main priorities going forward include the effective implementation of the Agency Accountability 

Framework (AAF) which will require new processes and procedures, more robust communications to keep 

you informed and improved efficiencies and timelines around decision-making.   

We will continue to adopt a proactive and risk-managed approach to regulation, focusing on emerging 

risks, effective enforcement, and stakeholder engagement. Through this approach, we aspire to create 

an efficient, resilient and responsive regulatory environment that supports a healthy, prosperous, and 

sustainable BC vegetable industry. We will monitor emerging challenges and review and update existing 

regulations and policies to ensure we remain relevant. 

With a clear strategic direction, a talented team, and a commitment to excellence, we are well-positioned 

to deliver long-term value of the regulatory framework to growers, agencies and other stakeholders. 
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Strategic Plan 
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Commissioners 

Commissioners 

Name Position Representation Category Term End 

Derek Sturko Chair Independent 2024 

Craig Evans Vice Chair Independent 2025 

Hugh Reynolds Secretary Storage Crops 2024 

Natalie Veles Member Independent 2024 

John Newell Member Greenhouse Crops 2025 

Michael Minerva Member Greenhouse Crops 2026 

Armand Vander Meulen Member Greenhouse Crops 2024 

Kevin Husband Member Storage Crops 2026 

Paul Guichon Member Storage Crops 2025 

Staff  

Staff 

Name Position Email 

Andre Solymosi General Manager asolymosi@bcveg.com 

Debbie Oyebanji Regulatory and Data Management doyebanji@bcveg.com 

Randy Cox Licensing and Compliance Manager rcox@bcveg.com 

Diana Milligan Administrative Coordinator diana@bcveg.com 

 

mailto:asolymosi@bcveg.com
mailto:doyebanji@bcveg.com
mailto:rcox@bcveg.com
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Greenhouse Advisory Committee 

Greenhouse Advisory 

Member Representation Category 

Vijay Randhawa Producer 
Marcus Janzen Producer 
Corne Moerman Producer 

Ray VanMarrewyk Producer 
Michael Purewal Independent 
Mike Minerva Agency 
Jeff Madu Agency 
Armand Vander Meulen Commissioner 
Craig Evans Commissioner 

 

Storage Crop Advisory Committee  

Storage Crop Advisory 

Member Representation Category 

Tim Guichon Producer 
Cory Gerard Producer 
Blair Lodder Producer 
Jimmy Dhaliwal Producer 
Bill Zylmans Independent 
Shelly Harris Agency 
Murray Driediger Agency 
Hugh Reynolds Commissioner 
Kevin Husband Commissioner 
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2023 Financial Statements 
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2024 Operating Budget 
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Commission Information  

BC Vegetable Marketing Commission 

#207, 15252 – 32nd Avenue, Surrey BC V3Z 0R7 

Tel: 604.542.9734 | toll free: 1.800.663.1461 

Fax: 604.542.9735 

Website: https://bcveg.com 

E-mail: info@bcveg.com 
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